Good morning! I'd like to thank you for opening this email, and I'm writing to ask we do the following:

(a) stop allowing any legislative leaders from extending emergency powers or pass legislation to codify some of his previous executive orders.

(b) reject the Governor's request for codification of EO 9-1, which allows the Connecticut State Department of Education to require masks in schools, and EO 13, which enables DPH to impose mask mandates at their discretion.

Leadership needs to put the standard government operating processes back in action instead of this "emergency" power that we the people can't vote or comment on. More importantly, whatever the term or classification is (EO 13?) that allows the DPH or any other party to impose mask mandates at their discretion should be stopped immediately as our kids (mine are 8 and 5) are struggling in these prison-like circumstances. For two years they've been forced to live under an anti-social, inhumane set of controls that inspire fear and distrust while adults cavort around bars & restaurants uncovered. The he-said she-said arguments in the media, in our government and at the various other control entities need to step aside and let the parents of each child make decisions on how to live.

Please contact me anytime if you'd like add'l comment, or have questions. Thank you for reading.

- Rob